
Welcome to your new pen!
Check to make sure you received everything you
ordered. If you have questions:
● Send email to support@ackermanpens.com.

This is the preferred method.
● Text us at +1-510-917-3038. We don’t reply, but

we will process  your message.
You have one month during which you can return
your purchase no questions asked. The items you
return must be in a similar condition to the items
you received. See the Returns policy on our
website for more details.

Cleaning your pen
Keeping your pen clean is a good habit. You don’t
have to clean the pen after every time you use it,
but the cleaner you keep your pen, the better it will
serve you.
1. Wash the exterior surface. Use a soft toothbrush
if that helps. Wipe dry.
2. Remove the nib, feed, and reservoir, and clean
them. Inspect the feed and make sure the channel
is clean.
3. Look through the pen body to make sure there
are no obstructions.
4. Dry all parts.
5. Reassemble.

Filling your pen
1. Unscrew the pen and remove the reservoir.
2. Fill the reservoir with ink or paint. Leave a
quarter inch empty at the top for safety.  
3. Insert the reservoir into the pen body. Wiggle it
to make sure it seats firmly.
4. Screw the barrel  back onto the pen body.
5. Shake the pen to start the flow. Hold a tissue
over the nib to prevent ink splatter.

Reservoir or no reservoir
You can double the ink capacity of your pen by
removing the cartridge and filling the body with ink.
This removes the double wall protection, but the
threads seal against leaks as long as you make sure
they’re tight. The extra capacity can be a big help
when you’re drawing in the field. You can also carry
additional capped reservoirs filled with ink. It’s your
choice.

Replacing nibs and feeds is easy
Slide out the old nib and feed, then press in the
new nib and feed. If the one gets stuck, wiggle it. If
that doesn’t work, soak the front end of the pen in
warm soapy water. If that doesn’t work, push
them out from the back. Use a thin stick or strong
wire. Lift the nib off the feed, clean away dried ink,
place the new nib on top of the feed, and slide
both back into the pen.

Using the Brush Tool
Use this attachment to wash your
drawings. Fill with water or diluted
ink, snap the tool onto the back of
your pen, and start drawing with a
brush. You’ve got a double ended
pen - draw with one end, wash with
the other.

Using the Front End Tool
Use this tool to remove nibs, feeds, and adaptors
that get stuck in your pen. Use the short end to
push out nibs and adaptors from the pen. Use the
long end to push out nibs and feeds from
adaptors. You can use your own tool if you have a
chopstick or strong wire.

Using adapters
We provide adapters for crowquills, brushes, quill
nibs, and GIllott 303 nibs.

Uncapping/capping the pen
Twist the pocket clip to expose a hole
when you cap or uncap your pen.
This relieves the air pressure or
vacuum buildup. Twist the pocket
clip back to cover the hole when your
pen is not in use. This prevents ink
from leaking out of the cap.

Checking your order status
To check the status of your order, navigate to the
lower right corner of our homepage at
ackermanpens.com, click View tracking, fill in the
form, and click Track.



About your Fountain Pen or Pump Pen
Our two classic pens consist of
three universal parts and several
accessory parts. The three
universal parts are the pen body,
the barrel, and the cap. The
accessory parts include
reservoirs, feeds, nibs, adaptors,
and brushes. The pen barrel
screws onto the back of the pen
body. The pen cap screws onto
the pen body and protects the
nib. Our Fountain Pen and Pump
Pen are similar in design and
provide the same basic benefits.
You can use any ink or paint. You
don’t have to worry that the pen
will plug up permanently. You
won’t lose the pen. The major
difference between the two is the
pump on the Pump Pen.

Tips and tricks

The pump lets you force more ink to
the nib. You get what you press -
from a drop to a gush. This is handy
when you want to ink in large areas,
kick start a new reservoir, or use a
crowquill, which has a constrained
ink flow. Gravity flow works all the
time in both pens. The position of
the nib in the Fountain Pen is not
important, but it can be important in
the Pump Pen depending on how
you want to press the pump. The
optimal choice is the inside of your
middle finger. Hold the Pump Pen in
the standard manner and slide your
middle finger over the pump. Gently
squeeze your fingers on the pen.
Only your middle finger moves and
presses the pump without distorting
your grip.

Each person draws their own way - right hand or left
hand, upright or angle, slow or fast, and everything in
between. All this affects your drawn line and the flow
rate of ink through the pen. The key to drawing with
a dip nib in a fountain pen is to find the sweet spot.
●Make sure your fingers are clean. Any residue you

leave on the nib will affect the flow of ink. Artists
can get messy when they work.

● Slide the nib back and forth to optimize the flow.
You can push the nib in and out easily. Take care
not to press the tip of the nib and cut yourself.

● Rotate the nib and feed in the pen. Grab the nib
and feed together and twist them slowly to a new
position. If you’re using the Pump Pen, the position
of the nib in relation to the pump could be
important. There is a relationship between the pen,
the feed, and the nib, and you are trying to find the
ideal relationship for what you want to do.

●Make sure the nib is clean. If you’re using a new
nib, remove the coat of wax. Wash the nib with
soap and water, scrub it with cleanser, wipe it with
lemon juice, or stick it into the skin of a lemon and
push it in and out. They all work.

●Make sure the flow of ink or paint through the
pen is not obstructed. Field strip the pen, remove
the nib and feed, and look through the pen body.

●Draw circles to make sure the flow works evenly.
Press down firmly on the nib, then let up pressure
to check the flow over various degrees of flex.

● If the flow is slow, change the feed for a better
flow. We provide feeds with different flow rates.

● Shake the pen a couple of times to remove air
bubbles. This is another reason we created the
Pump Pen, but you don’t need a pump to clear
away air bubbles. Just give your pen a few quick
flicks, and most likely the flow will increase.

● Practice and experiment to see what works best
for you. You want the tip of the nib to extend over
the tip of the underfeed, but how far varies.
Experiment and see what works for you. Use a
paper towel as you slide the nib back and forth
and twist it in the pen.

● If you lose or break a part,  you can replace  the
missing piece, not the complete pen.

● Learn more by watching videos on our website
ackermanpens.com and YouTube channel.


